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ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW

• **June 2015:** AWPOW Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) released for public comment

• **April 2016:** In response to comments and in alignment with the Master Plan for the Seattle Aquarium expansion, released a Supplemental Draft EIS for public comment

• **Early November 2016:** City plans to release AWPOW Final EIS, evaluating the AWPOW Preferred Alternative and responding to public comments
Evaluated two new alternatives:

- **Overlook Walk Alternative 2**: A revised Overlook Walk to accommodate a potential Aquarium expansion
- **Main Corridor Alternative 2**: Narrower Alaskan Way that does not include dedicated bus lanes between Yesler and King streets
TODAY, BUSES FROM SOUTHWEST COMMUNITIES ACCESS DOWNTOWN USING THE VIADUCT (AWV).

AFTER VIADUCT DEMO, BUSES WILL ACCESS DOWNTOWN USING ALASKAN WAY

DURING THE PM PEAK PERIOD, UP TO 50 BUSES PER HOUR WILL USE ALASKAN WAY IN THE PEAK DIRECTION, AND 30 IN THE OFF PEAK DIRECTION, THE CORRIDOR SERVES OVER 22,000 RIDERS A DAY, INCLUDING RAPIDRIDE C AND D LINES
SOUTHWEST TRANSIT PATHWAY
STREET DESIGN

- VEHICLES, PARKING AND LOADING
- FERRIES: LOADING AND UNLOADING
- TRANSIT: SW TRANSIT PATHWAY
- NORTH/SOUTH BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN MOVEMENT
MAIN CORRIDOR
ALTERNATIVE 1

MAIN CORRIDOR ALTERNATIVE 1

LEGEND:
- ✈️ FERRY-ONLY
- 🚗 GENERAL PURPOSE
- 🔴 TRANSIT-ONLY + RIGHT Turns
- 🚕 TRANSIT QUEUE JUMP
- ⚩️ PARKING/LOADING

NOTE: EAST-WEST LANE CONFIGURATIONS UNCHANGED
How is Main Corridor Alternative 2 different from Main Corridor Alternative 1?

1. Shorter pedestrian crossing distance
2. Dedicated transit lanes removed between S. King and Columbia streets
3. Transit queue jumps added at Yesler Way (southbound) and S. Main and S. King streets (northbound)
4. On-street parking and loading provided between S. King Street and Yesler Way
ALASKAN WAY
NORTH OF S WASHINGTON ST